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Abstract

Expressions are presented for various magneto-optical Kerr effects in the ul-

trathin film limit with arbitrary magnetization direction by considering the

multiple reflections within an optically thin film. The Kerr effect of p- and

s-polarization consists of products of two factors: the prefactor, dependent

only on the optical parametersof the system, and the main factor of the polar

Kerr effect for normal incidence in the ultrathinlimit.
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Ultrathin magnetic films have attracted much attention due to a wealth of interesting

physical properties [1–4]. To understand their magnetic properties, the magneto-optical Kerr

effect (iMOKE) has been widely used because it is sensitive to the spin-polarized electronic

band structure which causes magnetism. MOKE manifests itself as a change of polarization

and/or intensity of incident linearly polarized light when it is reflected from the surface of

a magnetized medium.

Ultrathin magnetic films exhibit only weak signals due to the small number of mag-

netic atoms and the possible effects of surface oxidation. To overcome these difficulties,

one should perform measurements on a sample in ultrahigh vacuum with a sensitive tool,

such as MOKE, which can be employed satisfactorily even in the monolayer regime, with ,.

relatively simple in situ instrumentation [5]. Based on the fact that MOKE is sensitive to

the surface magnetization and proportional to the projection of the magnetization in the

incident beam direction, Haijar et al [6] and Purcell et al. [7] have discussed MOKE as a

method to study the magnetic anisotropy energy of a sample having perpendicular mag-

netic anisotropy. Weller et al. [8] applied this method to obtain the magnetic anisotropy

energy of Co/X multilayers (X= Pd, Pt and Ni). These analyses were essentially qualitative

in nature in employing the simple proportionality of the magnetization and MOKE signal.

The quantitative analysis of the MOKE signal for the general case, where the direction of

the magnetization is arbitrary and the direction of the incident beam is not normal, is not

simple because of the complicated optical relations [9-11]. Recently, we have reported [12],

the derivation of simplified analytic formulae for the MOKE of an optically thick magnetic

film. In this paper, we present simplified analytic expressions for various MOKE’S of an

optically thin magnetic film.

As depicted in Fig.1, when a beam of light is passed from a non-magnetic medium

O to another non-magnetic medium 2 through a magnetic medium 1 having an arbitrary

magnetization direction and thickness dl, the dielectric tensor e of the medium 1 can be

expressed by [9,11]
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1 –iQmZ iQmY

iQmZ 1 “1–iQm= ~ (1)

(–iQmy iQmz 1
)

using Euler’s angle. For generality, we treat all physical quantities as complex numbers. For

simplicity we assume eZZ= ew = eZZ.In Eq. (1), m=, mu and mz are the direction cosines of

the magnetization vector M,. The magneto-optical constant Q in Eq.(1) is defined by

(2)

Here, we take the same sign convention for Q as proposed by Atkinson [13]. Solving

M=well’s equations for the above dielectric tensor with the optical system as shown in Fig.

1, the magneto-optical Fresnel reflection matrix h is

where rij is the ratio of the incident j polarized elc..

> (3)

;ric field and reflected i polarized electric

field.

One has to consider the multiple reflections to treat optically thin magnetic films. We

have used the medium boundary matrices and medium propagation matrices [10,14] to

take this into account. The medium boundary matrix Aj for a jth layer having arbitrary

magnetization direction is

Aj =

1 0 1 0

(* ~ 1+’+ —mz
)

—iQa~ j
Qzj

(

l+cx:j

~ Oyj CYzj 2 ‘Y Quj Ct. j
+ m. )

‘Ct~j

, (4)

where oqj = sin 19j and CYZj= cos @j. Here the complex refractive angle Oj is determinedby

Snell’s law. The medium propagation matrix Dj for a jth layer is
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U cos di U sin Ji O 0

–Usindi Ucosdi O 0

0 0 U-lCOS(5”U-lSin&

( o 0 –U–l sin& U-l Cos~’

where U, ~i, &, g“ and gr are defined by

.2T
U = Wp(-Z~72jCr2j~j) ~

ifi
~njQdjgi

=—
AQzj ‘

(Y=–
~njQdjgr

.ACY~j ‘

9i = mz~zj -t- my~yj, and

# = mzazj – TTL’/JCYyj.

> (5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9) ‘

(lo) -

Here, dj denotes the thickness of the jth layer. To obtain the magneto-optical Fresnel

reflection matrix, one computes the matrix &? defined by

M = A;1A1D1A:1A2 . (11)

The 4 x 4 matrix M can be expressed in the form of 2 x 2 block matrices as follows;

()GH
M=

IJ”

(12)

Then, the block matrices G, H, I and J are related to the magneto-optical Fresnel reflection

coefficients as follows [10,14]:

r55 r5p

\ rpS rpp

= IG-l . (13)

In principle, one can obtain the analytic expressions for the magneto-optical Kerr effects

from Eq. (13), even though these expressions are too complicated to provide any physical

insight.
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Since MOKE is utilized to probe magnetism in ultrathin magnetic films, we now consider

the limiting case where the thickness of magnetic medium 1 satisfies the condition, w <<

1. In this limit one can expand the block matrices G and 1 to within the first order of w

as follows:

G=

I=

n= cos & _ idm(non, cos #o cos 82+n~ COS261) _ nidlfiQ(m. nl cos 6z+mvn. ~k 01)

i + 2no cos f30 ho Cos 00 ho Cos 00

nl dlrQ(m. nl cos Oo+m, no sin 01)
L + Cos 62 _ idr(non. COS2 Ol+n~ cos 00 cos 02)

Ano Cos eo 2no 2 Cos!%) Ano cos (?o

n, cos 62_ idr( non, cos 60 cos f12-n? COS2 61)

2no cos @O A?@ Cos O(J

nldlrQ(m. nl cos Oo—mwno sin 61)
Ano cos 80

Jk—
2n0

nldlrQ(m. nl cos @z+myn. sin 01)

ho cos 00 >

cos02
+

idn(non. COS2 01-n: cos 60 cos 02)

2 Cos’90 Ano cos (?o

Y (14)

(15)

Here, nO, nl, n., 130,191and 82 are the refractive indices and complex refractive angles of .

non-magnetic media O and 2, and magnetic medium 1. We assume the layer 2 is substrate.

Using Eqs.(13) N (15), one can obtain the expressions for rij as follows;

4mzon1Qd1 cos Oo(mznl cos $2 + qn~ sin 131)
r~p=

A(no cos 60 + n, cos O~)(nOcos Oz+ n. cos 00) ‘
(17)

no cos 00 – n~ cos 92 + 4~inod1cos00(nfCOS26’1 – n; COS282)
r$~ = (18)

nocos 00+ n~ cos 02 A(nocos f30+ n, cos 6$)2 >

4mzon1Qd1 cos Oo(m.nlcos % – my% sin I%)

‘p’ = A(no cos 00 + n, cos f3z)(n0 cos Oz+ n. cos 00) “
(19)

Then, to the first-order approximation in the quantity * the complex Kerr rotation

~ angles can be expressed by

9-@$ 4nnon1Qd1 cos OO(mznl cos & + my% sin I%)

A(n, cos 00 – no cos f’3z)(n0cos 00 + n~ cos 02) ‘

eg+= 4nnon1Qd1 cos t90(mzn1 cos /?2- mvn$ sin 81)

A(no cos 80- n~cos f3z)(n0 cos Oz + n~ cos 60) “

(20)

(21)

The denominator of Eq. (20) can be expanded as follows:
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A ((?2:– ?2:)Coso~Cos f3~+ 7207+0s2(9O– COS262)). (22)

Using the relation COS200- COS282= sin2Oz– sinz00 and Snell’s law, nOsin 00 = n. sin 02,

the second term of the denominator can be simplified as follows:

nong(cos200 – cos2 02) = non~(sin2192– sin2O.)

= non~sin282(1 – $

By substituting this result in Eq. (22), the denominator can be simplified as follows:

A(n: – n~)(cos 00 cos 92 — sin60 sin~z) = ~(n~ — n;) cos(t90 + L%) .

Substituting Eq.(24) in Eq. (20), and one can simplio Eqs.(20) and (21) as follows:

w~ =

e%=

where en is the complex

given by [14-16]

Cosl% ( sin201

)
— + mz cos L92 @n,

cos(t$ + 02) ‘v sin f3z

Cos00

(

sin2el

COS((%J– 02) ‘%Z – )
mz cos 92 El~.

(23)

(24) .

(25)

(26)

polar Kerr effect for normal incidence in the ultrathin film Iimit

(27)

It is interesting to note that the expressions for the magneto-optical Kerr effect in an ul-

trathin magnetic film can also be expressed as a product of the same two factors as an

optically thick film [12]. The prefactor is a simple function of the optical parameters and

the direction of magnetization. The main factor, e., is the complex polar Kerr effect

normal incidence in the ultrathin film limit. Also the

first part of the simplified expressions for the optically

of i32and 61, since the optical properties of the system

for and ultrathin magnetic medium.
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In conclusion, we have derived simplified analytic formulae for various MOKE’S in a

ultrathin magnetic film. Considering the effect of the multiple reflections in the ultrathin

magnetic film, it was found that they could be described as a product of two factors, similar

to those of the optically thick magnetic film case. The prefactor is a function of the optical

parameters of the system and the main factor is the well-known complex polar Kerr effect for

normal incidence in a ultrathin magnetic film. These simplified formulae should be useful in

using MOKE to study the magnetic properties of ultrathin magnetic films having arbitrary

magnetization direction.
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FIGURES

FIG. 1. The coordinate system of a non-magnetic medium O, a magnetic mediu” 1, and a

non-magnetic medium 2. The thickness of the medium 1 is dl. The magnetization direction of

medium 1 is arbitrary.
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